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Abstract: Documentation activities may account for 10% of the acquisition cost of major 
Aerospace and Defence systems. Document content requires strict 
management, yet needs to be replicated (and be kept identical across many uses 
of the same information). Tenix encountered these issues with support 
documents for the 10 ANZAC Frigates it is building for the Australian and 
New Zealand Navies, and the situation was growing more difficult with each 
Ship delivered. Tenix contracted Aspect Computing to implement RMITs SIM 
(Structured Information Manager) to manage documents and content. 
Compared to the word processing system it replaces, SIM reduced the number 
of maintenance routines needing management for the class of 10 ships from 
around 20,000 to less than 2,000. Reuse of redundant texts within procedures 
will provide another 50% reduction, for an overall 95% reduction in text 
requiring management. With comparatively little additional development effort 
SIM technology can substantially improve a wide range of documentation 
processes and reduce costs throughout the project cycle. 

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT ISSUES FOR LARGE 
PROJECTS 

Felix Litman (1997) of Oracle Corporation's ConText Group, estimated 
that 90% of the value of corporate knowledge resides in textual documents. 
Documentation is particularly critical for most large A&D projects. The 
Australian Defence and Industry Strategic Policy Statement (DOD 1998), 
estimates that the cost of tendering (a documentation activity) for Defence 
projects is around 3% of the total acquisition cost. This probably does not 
amortise costs for unsuccessful tenders by suppliers and subcontractors. 
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Adding costs for documentation deliverables (operating, maintenance and 
technical manuals, etc.) raises the overall documentation cost to something 
around 10% of total acquisition cost. 
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Figure 1. Major project documentation cycle 

Project documentation is highly redundant (Fig. 1). Text is duplicated 
horizontally, across similar kinds of system-related documents produced at a 
given stage of the project; and vertically through time, as information flows 
down from the design, through tenders, contracts and subcontracts, to the 
support documentation deliverables. The safe identification and reuse of 
duplicated content could make major savings in authoring and management 
costs and schedules. 

Most corporate documents are produced with word processors. 
However, word processors are inappropriate for long or complex documents 
like contracts and maintenance manuals. Word processors mark up 
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documents with proprietary codes to format text for pnntmg, so major 
problems are often encountered converting documents between different 
systems. Word processors are also hugely complex, offering multiple ways 
to produce the same visible format. They often crash in use or corrupt 
documents. The likelihood of problems increases substantially where 
different authors (using different features or the same features differently) 
collaborate on the same document or try to combine separately produced 
texts into one document. 

Tenix has been working for more than eight years to solve these kinds of 
problems with its document production requirements for the ANZAC Ships. 
From 1992 maintenance routines for the ANZAC Ships were maintained in 
WordPerfect merge tables. Over 20 different outputs, some with automatic 
validation of selected data items against authoritative master files, were 
"single sourced" from the one set of tables. However, even using merge 
tables to structure text, by the time we began preparing routines for our 
second Ship, word processing limitations were clear. To reliably manage 
differences between Ships, we needed separate sets of routines for each, 
even though 95% of the data is identical across all Ships. We also could not 
control text formats or validate data as entered, or to detect inconsistencies 
in similar texts across different maintenance routines or across the same 
routines for different Ships. The data was also at increasing risk while held 
in a proprietary format depending on ever more obsolete technology. 

We began to use SGML (ISO 1986) as a non-proprietary authoring and 
publishing format in 1994 for equipment overhaul and repair specifications 
documents. It was clear this technology would provide content management 
capabilities we needed for maintenance routines, but the cost would be 
significant, so we continued to look for other alternatives. 

In 1996 and 1997 we developed an experimental relational database for 
authoring and managing maintenance routines for the Australian Navy's 
Landing Platform Amphibious ships. The project provided management for 
more than 100 routines (including reuse of text). However, compared to 
databases for tabular information, maintenance routines have complex and 
hierarchically deep data structures. Elements to be managed and reused (e.g., 
paragraphs, notes and other standard texts) are deep in the hierarchy, and 
complex sequences of join tables need to be traversed to decompose and re
link these elements. Also, by contrast to SGML databases that parse DTDs 
to build tables more-or-Iess automatically, in a generic RDB the table 
building process is manual. Consequently, besides being slow, the relational 
application was restricted to a single document type and was a nightmare to 
maintain. The experiment was abandoned and the data was delivered to the 
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Client as MS Word text files. SGML offered the only route for a long-term 
solution. 

PROCURING AN SGML DATABASE 

By the end of 1997, we knew there was no choice for our document 
management needs but to implement an SGML database. A case was made 
to complete a detailed requirements analysis and product review as an R&D 
study to identify a solution able meet our needs. We reviewed all document 
management systems we could obtain information on. Applications without 
SGML content management abilities were not considered further. Allette 
Systems and our initially preferred system vendor (Texcel - now part of 
BroadVision) were hired to help develop detailed specifications. Xyvision 
provided similar analysis and specifications development services at no cost. 
CSIRO Mathematical and Information Science's Text Information 
Management group helped to review technical aspects of the RFQ 
development and bid evaluation. An RFQ package, including draft DTDs for 
maintenance routines and repair specification data structures, was prepared 
and circulated four suppliers. The principal requirements were: 
• hold data in SGMLlXML 
• convert existing data (-8,000 routines) to SGMLIXML 
• validate critical data against master tables on edit/delivery 
• manage text applicability to Ship configuration items 
• link document change effectivity to engineering change orders 
• maintain multiple client-specific languages (RAN, RNZN) in one doc 
• register source documents 
• 2-way links between deliverable text elements and source documents 
• manage workflow processes 
• manage and reuse content objects (e.g., graphics) 
• manage and reuse document components (e.g., text) 
• meet delivery requirements for Client's maintenance management system 
• fixed price bid. 
The initial two bids (Xyvision and Texcel) were technically satisfactory, but 
neither offered convincing local support for implementation and data 
conversion. Other options were reviewed again, emphasising local support. 
CVSI bid to implement XyEnterprise's mature Parlance and provide local 
support with their own SGML-literate resources. Aspect bid to implement 
RMIT's SIM. SIM's object oriented repository was designed from first 
principles to index, store and deliver SGMLIXML data over the World Wide 
Web and includes no third party products, but did not yet have work flow or 
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element re-use capabilities. These required additional development. Both 
bids involved substantial code development to migrate data from 
WordPerfect into SGML, for data validation and to deliver data to the 
Client's maintenance management system (AMPS) via a unique data transfer 
format. Both bids were technically and commercially acceptable. 

We accepted Aspect's bid to implement RMIT's SIM (see 
http://www.simdb.com). SIM includes no third party code, and the greater 
development risks with SIM compared to the more mature Parlance solution 
were mitigated by the fact that SIM's underlying IP expertise was 100% 
based in Melbourne. Development cost risks were mitigated by the fixed 
price agreement. 

IMPLEMENTING SIM 

Mitigating Project Risks 
None of the existing SIM users reused document components deep in 

the document hierarchy. To mitigate the cost risks to develop this capability 
in SIM, we negotiated for the required generic component management and 
workflow capabilities to be developed at RMIT risk and for these to be 
included as an integral part of the "COTS" product being provided within the 
agreed license fee. This gave us the technology we needed at fixed price less 
than the actual development costs; but gives us no rights in the intellectual 
property developed from our specifications. The implementation project 
began in June 1999. 

Converting Data from WordPerfect to SGML 
We anticipated major difficulties converting WordPerfect tables into the 

SGML "CALS" tables as required by the draft DTD. We even anticipated 
that most or all tables might have to be manually re-entered after the files 
were converted to SGML. Within three weeks we had demonstrated the 
critical steps in an end-to-end conversion. Most tables converted perfectly, 
and needed only minor intervention to improve display formatting. The full 
conversion involved five steps, which benefited greatly from SIM ACE's 
ability to recognise and parse Microsoft's RTF formatting codes: 
1. A simple WordPerfect macro converts the WordPerfect files into 

Microsoft's RTF format and replacing WordPerfect's proprietary merge 
table field delimiters with identifiable ASCII tags. 

2. Writing an ACE script to convert the RTF format into SGML conforming 
to a "loose" DTD, allowing files to be stored temporarily within SIM. 

3. Manually cleaning up "loose" text in an SGML editor to ensure full 
conformance with the controlled authoring DTD for the final product. 
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4. Collapse 4 Ship-sets of documents into a single class-set by incorporating 
system applicability and dual language information in one file. Because 
this task involves subject matter expertise, it is also largely manual and 
provides the opportunity to add value to the data in other areas. 

5. Eliminate redundant text elements from the class set. (Depends on SIM 
Release 2). 

Conversion Steps 1 and 2 successfully converted around 97 percent of some 
8,000 records for the first four Ships to a "loose" DTD in the first attempt, 
with about 70% of the converted data fully compliant with the authoring 
DTD. Conversion failures were due to author faults like illegal paragraph 
number sequences, using space characters rather than tabs to indent text, and 
setting tables with tabs or spaces instead of using table functions. Such 
errors are common in a word processing environment where authors are not 
trained and disciplined technical writers. 

Authoring Over the Web (Intranet) 
SIM makes no demands on the user's computer beyond having the 

default Web browser (to lE 4 standard) and an SGML compliant editor. User 
passwords, sessions and activities are controlled via HTML forms. System 
administration, file and metadata management, review, signoff and delivery 
require no software on the user's desktop system beyond the default Web 
browser. Authors who edit procedure text are able to do so with any SGML 
editor (as we have confirmed with ArborText's Epic Editor, 
FrameMaker+SGML, and XMetaL). SIM is not customised in any way for a 
particular editor or vice versa. On checking out a document for editing, SIM 
downloads the SGML text as an SGML mime-type and the DTD and 
associated object files to default directories. The SGML editor maintains 
text compliance with the authoring DTD. On check in or check out, or 
whenever the author requests an update, SIM validates all aspects of the 
content being edited against both the DTD and master data files to ensure 
that the file held within the SIM repository complies with all established 
rules. All that would be required to enable distributed authoring over the 
World Wide Web would be an ACE script to zip and send the downloaded 
files as a self-extracting package, and to include in web pages sent to the 
user a Java script able to repackage and return the changed file(s). 

Managing Workflow Via the Web 
All interactions with the workflow system are via browser forms. SIM's 

work flow architecture is based on document status and roles rather than 
explicit routings. User roles are determined by their logons, and only work 
items eligible to be worked on by that user are displayed in the list. SIM 
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maintains work-in-progress lists and displays status indicators against items 
as these are tracked through the predetermined workflow. Although the 
workflow is rigidly determined for a document type, the system is quite 
flexible in practice because it is based on roles, not individuals. Authors may 
check out items for editing, check them back in and release them for peer 
review. On release for review, documents appear instantly on the worklist in 
a review status. Other authors may view items with a review status and 
record comments against them. After peer review, a supervisor releases the 
work item for QA review. QA may release the document for delivery or send 
it back for redrafting. The delivery process again validates the contents and 
produces the delivery formats. Documents with 'fatal' faults cannot be 
delivered. All other inconsistencies are logged for annotation to the Client. 

Managing Configuration 
WordPerfect offered no facility to relate a document to more than one 

configuration item in a single Ship even though one routine could apply to 
many different configuration items across several ships. Also, the two Navy's 
often use different materials or refer to different documents in otherwise 
identical routines. Our DTD allows all instances of a routine's use to be 
encoded in one record: SGML "language" elements allow RAN and RNZN 
versions of the text side-by-side within a single container element. On 
delivery, SIM splits the output into RAN and RNZN specific sets of routines. 
Changes relating to engineering changes (ECs) are linked to the appropriate 
EC number. An effectivity field determines for AMPS whether the document 
changes are effective immediately or as when engineering change takes 
effect. Even without reusing elements of text, for the first four Ships, SIM 
Release 1 reduced the number of individual routines to manage from 7753 to 
- 1800 - a 75% reduction. For the full class of 10 ships, the text management 
requirement will be reduced by more than 90%. 

Tracking and Managing Source Documents 
With WordPerfect we had no practical solution but to rely on our SME's 

personal knowledge to recognise how changes in a source document would 
impact deliverables. Our SIM implementation includes a source document 
register for recording source details (e.g., titles, supplier, version, 
publication date, etc.), and a linked repository where electronic copies (in 
any format) of the source material can be held for archival purposes. It is 
then possible to create two-way hyperlinks between the register entry and 
any text created using information from that source, whether supplier 
documents, client letters, etc. The links may be document references 
delivered to the client or an author's working references. Thus, when a 
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source document changes, we can easily and exactly determine the potential 
impact of those changes on our deliverable documents. This substantially 
reduces the work required to complete an impact analysis and improves its 
reliability. 

SIM Release 2 
Release 2 completes the initial implementation project, to provide re-use 

and configuration controls for the lowest level document elements requiring 
it. Release 2 allows standard text elements within the routine such as 
paragraphs in tasks, steps, warnings, cautions, notes, and standard phrases to 
be shared and managed from single locations ("write once, use many times"). 
Based on the large amount of redundant text in routines, this reduces the net 
volume of text requiring management by at least another 50%. This amounts 
to no more than 5% of the text that would have been required to be managed 
for thefull set of 10 Ships by comparison to word processing! 

Release 2 also includes an annotation capability, allowing authors, 
reviewers and users to record comments and notes against particular 
elements of text or hyperlinks. This is considered to be a valuable source of 
information documenting the reasons for change or how the text was derived 
from a particular item of source data. 

BUILDING A CORPORATE INFRASTRUCTURE 

Our corporate use of SIM system is being extended to other document 
classes. These extensions can be developed at low cost by using capabilities 
developed for the ANZAC project as models. Combined with our existing 
document analysis capabilities, and the commonality of the ACE code across 
the whole system, much of the work can be done in-house. 

We are currently building work flows and templates for the DEF AUST 
5629A Core DTD. This enables us to move the ANZAC Ships' Damage 
Control Books (DCB) and Ship's Information Books (Srn) into SIM. 
Although to now the DCBs and Sills have been treated as ship-specific 
documents, like maintenance routines were, most of the text is duplicated 
across the entire class. Configuration management, dual language and 
effectivity management capabilities will reduce the amount of text requiring 
management - especially if the client can be persuaded to accept electronic 
delivery of the products. 

We are also targeting contracts and tender documents as a major area 
for process improvement based on management in a SIM environment. 
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CONCLUSION 

Based on our research and development in document engineering and 
our implementation of SIM, Tenix is well down the track in implementing 
state-of-the-art document and content management. SIM clearly has the 
capacity to be extended to form a core corporate nervous system for 
capturing, managing, querying and acting on most kinds of business 
knowledge. If we continue to exploit this head start, we should be in a 
position to establish the kind of virtual corporation that James Martin (1996) 
believes can beat the world. Martin understood the theoretical requirements 
for the agile nervous system such a cybercorp would require, but it is 
probably fair to say that when he wrote his book, the technology was not yet 
mature enough to work the way he proposed. Today, we are building this 
nervous system in Tenix, and are well on the way to effectively managing 
and efficiently reusing the knowledge contained in the overall project 
documentation cycle (Figure 1). 
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